C-605

Counties: Monterey
Flight date(s): 08-01-1929 to 08-31-1929
Scale: 1:18,000
Overlap: 60%

Complete Metadata:
http://www.library.ucsb.edu/mil/aerial-photography-tools

Note: Salmon Creek to Carmel: Piedre Blanca (Ragged Point) to Pebble Beach (Pescadero Point). Date of project estimated from information in FAS log book. Overlap within flightlines is inconsistent. Copy negatives acquired from Teledyne, Inc., 1986 made from original nitrate film. Prints and nitrate negatives acquired from Whittier College, January 2013. Nitrate negatives scanned, 2015.
C-605

Counties: Monterey
Flight date(s): 08-01-1929 to 08-31-1929
Scale: 1:18,000
Overlap: 60%

Complete Metadata:
http://www.library.ucsb.edu/mil/aerial-photography-tools

Note: Salmon Creek to Carmel: Piedre Blanca (Ragged Point) to Pebble Beach (Pescadero Point). Date of project estimated from information in FAS log book. Overlap within flightlines is inconsistent. Copy negatives acquired from Teledyne, Inc., 1986 made from original nitrate film. Prints and nitrate negatives acquired from Whittier College, January 2013. Nitrate negatives scanned,

- MIL owns frame
- MIL does not own frame
Counties: Monterey
Flight date(s): 08-01-1929 to 08-31-1929
Scale: 1:18,000
Overlap: 60%

Complete Metadata:
http://www.library.ucsb.edu/mil/aerial-photography-tools

Note: Salmon Creek to Carmel: Piedre Blanca (Ragged Point) to Pebble Beach (Pescadero Point). Date of project estimated from information in FAS log book. Overlap within flightlines is inconsistent. Copy negatives acquired from Teledyne, Inc., 1986 made from original nitrate film. Prints and nitrate negatives acquired from Whittier College, January 2013. Nitrate negatives scanned,

- MIL owns frame
- MIL does not own frame
C-605

Counties: Monterey
Flight date(s): 08-01-1929 to 08-31-1929
Scale: 1:18,000
Overlap: 60%

Complete Metadata:
http://www.library.ucsb.edu/mil/aerial-photography-tools

Note: Salmon Creek to Carmel: Piedre Blanca (Ragged Point) to Pebble Beach (Pescadero Point). Date of project estimated from information in FAS log book. Overlap within flightlines is inconsistent. Copy negatives acquired from Teledyne, Inc., 1986 made from original nitrate film. Prints and nitrate negatives acquired from Whittier College, January 2013. Nitrate negatives scanned,

- MIL owns frame
- MIL does not own frame
C-605

Counties: Monterey
Flight date(s): 08-01-1929 to 08-31-1929
Scale: 1:18,000
Overlap: 60%

Complete Metadata:
http://www.library.ucsb.edu/mil/aerial-photography-tools

Note: Salmon Creek to Carmel: Piedre Blanca (Ragged Point) to Pebble Beach (Pescadero Point). Date of project estimated from information in FAS log book. Overlap within flightlines is inconsistent. Copy negatives acquired from Teledyne, Inc., 1986 made from original nitrate film. Prints and nitrate negatives acquired from Whittier College, January 2013. Nitrate negatives scanned,
- MIL owns frame
- MIL does not own frame
Note: Salmon Creek to Carmel: Piedre Blanca (Ragged Point) to Pebble Beach (Pescadero Point). Date of project estimated from information in FAS log book. Overlap within flightlines is inconsistent. Copy negatives acquired from Teledyne, Inc., 1986 made from original nitrate film. Prints and nitrate negatives acquired from Whittier College, January 2013. Nitrate negatives scanned.

- MIL owns frame
- MIL does not own frame